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Abstract 

In recent years, a lot of research and development has been done in the field of autonomous 
harvesting in agriculture. For bulk harvesting and spraying applications (e.g. grape harvest-
ing), there already are commercially available systems. However, automation for selective 
harvesting (i.e., picking) of single fruits and precision spraying applications remain challeng-
ing. Contrary to common industrial automation applications, the unstructured environment of 
agricultural processes lead to high demands on the design of the sensory system, the ma-
chinery in general and the planning algorithms. In our contribution we will address the path 
planning task for a modular agricultural manipulator with redundant kinematics. We will de-
scribe two approaches for automatically generating a path in the manipulator workspace: (1) 
a heuristic approach with low requirements on sensor information and (2) a potential field 
approach. Since the environment in agriculture applications is usually compliant (e.g. leaves 
or branches) only major obstacles (i.e. stems and fruits) are taken into account. The obsta-
cles are represented by primitive objects, like cylinders and spheres. Notably, all planning 
algorithms are suitable for real time applications. The algorithms are implemented on a robot, 
which was designed and manufactured during the CROPS1 project. It is a prototype for the 
harvesting of sweet-peppers, apples and grapes, as well as the precision spraying of grapes. 
The suitability of the algorithms will be demonstrated in a lab environment and recommenda-
tions from experiments of first field test will be discussed. As a further result, the paper will 
bring out the limitations, advantages and disadvantages of the proposed approaches. 
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1 Introduction 

Recently, a lot of effort was put into the automation of agricultural tasks. On the one hand, 
this general trend is of course driven by the farmer, to make the production more efficient. 
According to [Navarrete and Jeannequin2000] labor cost already makes about one third of 
the overall production costs for tomatoes. On the other hand, agricultural tasks may harm the 
workers, since they can be exposed to pesticides, rough climate or humid greenhouse condi-
tions. Especially for bulk harvesting (e.g. grapes) there already exists a lot of commercially 
available machinery [Pari and Pezzi2009].  
For picking of single fruits there are usually high requirements on all system components, 
ranging from the sensor system and detection to the manipulator and motion planning as well 
as the end effector design. Due to these facts there are almost no reliable or even commer-

                                                
1 CROPS: Intelligent sensing and manipulation for sustainable production and harvesting of high-value crops - 
clever robots for crops (EU-project, www.crops-robots.eu). 

http://www.crops-robots.eu/
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cially available machines for selective harvesting. A notable exception is the robot for har-
vesting kiwi fruits developed by [Scarfe et al.2009] in a research project. 
In the CROPS project we aim (amongst other things) at the development of a modular robot 
and its algorithms, suitable for several agricultural applications. In Figure 1 typical cultivation 
scenes of the three selective harvesting applications (apples, grapes and sweet pepper) are 
illustrated. Another application is the precision spraying of fruits, which was already success-
fully accomplished in the project and published by [Oberti et al.2013]. In this publication, we 
will describe the path planning algorithms, which are implemented on the CROPS manipula-
tor. 
 

   

Figure 1: Harvesting applications in the CROPS project: apples (left), grapes (middle) and sweet 
pepper (right). 

2 Requirements and Specifications 

The general requirements on the manipulator work space and its kinematic design for the 
sweet pepper harvesting application have already been described in [Baur et al.2012] and 
[Schuetz et al.2014]. This application has the highest demands on the manipulator kinemat-
ics since it requires high dexterity of the arm in a very narrow work space. The cultivation of 
apples and grapes in the CROPS project is done in an espalier system, which is suitable for 
automation. Challenges for these harvesting applications are the occurrence of clusters or 
pairs of fruits. However, this problem will not be addressed in this publication. 

3 Motion Planning 

The goal of the motion planner is the generation of a joint trajectory which is feasible for the 
manipulator and brings the tool-center-point (TCP) from a start pose to the goal pose. Feasi-
ble in this case means that the trajectory can be tracked by the real robot and self-collisions 
are avoided. An approach which takes into account all obstacles was not considered, since 
in the workspace of the manipulator are leaves, stems and other fruits which in general can-
not be avoided due to the dimensions of the end-effector and the manipulator itself. The path 
planning scheme is hierarchically organized in two main levels: The first level is the genera-
tion of a parameterized trajectory 𝒘𝑑(𝑡) in the manipulator workspace. This could, for exam-
ple, be a straight line path, which is the simplest and also the most natural path for human 
beings to grasp objects. On the second level, the work space trajectory is fed to an inverse 
kinematics algorithm to obtain the joint trajectory 𝒒𝑑(𝑡) for the low level joint controllers (if the 
motion is feasible). The scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. All algorithms, the workspace plan-
ning and the inverse kinematics are suitable for real time application. In Section 3.1 two dif-
ferent approaches for work space planning are introduced, while Section 3.2 briefly deals 
with the inverse kinematics computation. 
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Figure 2: General overview of the path planning scheme. 

3.1 Workspace Planning 

3.1.1 Heuristic Approach for Harvesting 

By exploiting known facts of the environment, a heuristic algorithm for trajectory generation 
has been designed. Although this approach does not provide a general solution, it will lead to 
successful results in many practical scenarios in our laboratory. Furthermore, this method 
has minimal demands regarding knowledge on the environment and thus it poses low re-
quirements on the sensor system. The heuristic algorithm will be explained for the sweet 
pepper application but can be applied to the other scenarios with few modifications.  
When approaching the fruit, a collision of the manipulator with the main stem must be avoid-
ed while the target must be approachable. With a gripping end-effector, a radial approach, 
i.e. fruit center in line with the stem center, seems the most promising in avoiding collisions. 
Initially, the planning algorithm reduces the task into a two dimensional problem. Figure 3 
shows the top view of the planning scene with the start position 𝒓𝑠, the fruit center position 
𝒓𝑔and the stem center position 𝒓𝑠𝑡 in (𝑥, 𝑦) – Cartesian coordinates. Besides moving the end-

effector from the start to the goal position, the desired properties of the workspace planner 
are the following: 

 

 Input for the planner: TCP start position, stem center coordinates and the fruit center 
coordinates.  

 A circular area around the stem with radius 𝑟𝑒 must be avoided until the entry point 𝒓𝑒 
is reached. At the entry point, the goal orientation should be obtained and the end-
effector must move in a straight line from 𝒓𝑒 to 𝒓𝑔. 

 Output of the planner: The desired trajectory 𝒘𝑑(𝑡) with zero velocity at the beginning 
and at the end. 

 

Figure 3: Top view of the planar planning scene. The fruit is indicated in red, the stem center in dark 
green and the plant area in green.  
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A description of the path in the polar coordinates 
 
 𝜙 = (𝑟(𝑠), 𝜑(𝑠))𝑇 (3-1) 

 
with respect to the stem frame 𝐵𝑠𝑡 (origin at the stem center) seems natural. The scalar func-
tion 𝑠(𝑡) ∈ [0,1] is a path parameter for time parameterization.  
 
The Cartesian coordinates 𝒓𝑠 and 𝒓𝑔 are easily transformed into the corresponding polar 

coordinates 𝝓𝑠 = ( 𝑟𝑠, 𝜑𝑠)
𝑇 and 𝝓𝑔 = (𝑟𝑔, 𝜑𝑔)

𝑇. The polar coordinates of the entry points are 

given by 𝝓𝑒 = (𝑟𝑒 , 𝜑𝑔)
𝑇, with the entry radius parameter 𝑟𝑒. According to the requirements, 

the following constraints hold: 
 
 𝝓(𝑠 = 0) = 𝝓𝑠 (3-2) 
 𝝓(𝑠 = 𝑠𝑒) = 𝝓𝑒 (3-3) 
 𝝓(𝑠 = 1) = 𝝓𝑔 (3-4) 

Here, 0 < 𝑠𝑒 < 1 denotes the parameter when the entry point must be reached. The con-
straints (3-2)-(3-4) can be fulfilled with the following piecewise defined curves: 
 
 

𝑟(𝑠) = {

𝑒−𝑎 𝑠 + 𝑏 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠𝑒

�̅� =∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑠
𝑖

5

𝑖=0
𝑠𝑒 < 𝑠 ≤ 1

 (3-5) 

 

𝜑(𝑠) =

{
 

 
𝜑𝑠 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠𝑎

�̅� =  ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑠
𝑖

5

𝑖=0
𝑠𝑎 < 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠𝑒

𝜑𝑔 𝑠𝑒 < 𝑠 ≤ 1

 (3-6) 

 
And the parameter 𝑎 and 𝑏 are obtained as: 
 
 

𝑎 =  
1

𝑠𝑒  1 (𝑟𝑒 − 𝑏)⁄
 and    𝑏 = 𝑟𝑠 − 1 (3-7) 

 
The coefficients for the fifth order polynomials �̅� and �̅� can be calculated with the appropriate 
boundary and transition conditions. Figure 4 shows the paths calculated with the planner. 

 

Figure 4: Resulting paths in the plane with the heuristic planner for several goals (𝑟𝑒 = 0.1𝑚, 𝑠𝑒 = 0.1 

and 𝑠𝑎 = 0.8). The goals are indicated by red diamonds, the stem by a green dot and the entry zone 
with a green circle. 

3.1.2 Potential Field Method 

A common approach in motion planning is the application of artificial potential function. Basi-
cally, it is the combination of an attractive (goal) and repulsive (obstacles) potential functions 
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[Siciliano et al.2009]. To avoid the occurrence of local minima, we will apply so called naviga-
tion functions with the property of a unique minima. Additionally, only spherical obstacles will 

be considered. According to [Choset et al.2005] the navigation potential function 𝜙 is given 
by: 
 
 

𝜙(𝒙) =  
𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝑔)

2

[𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝑔)
2𝜅
+ 𝛽(𝒙)]

1
𝜅⁄
 

(3-8) 

 

Here 𝒙𝑔 ∈ ℝ
𝑛 is the target, 𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝑔) the Euclidean distance between two vectors (𝒙 ∈ ℝ𝑛 and 

𝒙𝑔), 𝜅 is a parameter and 𝛽 is the product of the attractive potential of the bounding sphere 

with radius 𝑟0, centered at 𝒙0 and the repulsive function of the 𝑁 sphere obstacles with center 
at 𝒙𝑖 and radius 𝑟𝑖: 
 
 

𝛽 =∏𝛽𝑖(𝒙)

𝑁

𝑖=0

 
 

 𝛽0 = −𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙0)
2 + 𝑟0

2 (3-9) 

 𝛽𝑖 = 𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝑖)
2 − 𝑟𝑖

2  

 
Applying the algorithm of steepest descent, starting at any point within the bounding sphere 
𝒙𝑠 (with the gradient of (3-8)), the minimum of the potential function can be found while the 
iterations of the optimization describe the path. Exemplary, in Figure 5 the algorithm was 
applied to a two dimensional scene (𝑛 = 2) with three obstacles (𝑁 = 3). The potential func-

tion is plotted on the left hand side. At the target, the value of the potential function is 𝜙 = 0 
while at the obstacles and beyond the bounding sphere it approaches 𝜙 = 1. On the right 
hand side of Figure 5 the corresponding contour plot is shown. One can clearly see the ob-
stacles (indicated by green circles) as well as the start (green diamond) and target position 
(red diamond). The path obtained by the gradient method is illustrated in black. 
 

  

Figure 5: Potential field (left) and contour plot (right) with spherical obstacles (green circles) and path 
(black) from start to goal by minimizing the potential with steepest descent. 

 
The potential field method was applied to the same world scene as the heuristic planner (cf. 
Figure 4). The resulting paths are shown in Figure 6. Note that each path is computed with 
only one (stem) spherical obstacle and the results are illustrated in one plot. 
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Figure 6: Resulting paths in the plane with the navigation potential function planner for several goals 
(red diamonds) and one stem obstacles (green sphere). 

 

3.2 Inverse Kinematics 

With the planner described above the desired work space trajectory 𝒘𝑑, �̇�𝑑 is obtained. The 

corresponding joint trajectories 𝒒, �̇� are obtained with an inverse kinematics algorithm. We 
apply the following equation, suitable for redundant manipulators [Liégeois1977], 
[Nakamura1990]:  
 

�̇� = 𝑱#�̇�𝑑 − 𝑘 (𝑰 − 𝑱
#𝑱) (

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝒒
)
𝑇

 (3-10) 

Here, the Jacobian matrix and its pseudo-inverse is denoted by 𝑱 and 𝑱#, the scalar parame-
ter 𝑘 is a gain and 𝐻(𝒒) is a cost functional which can be used for secondary objectives like 
joint limit and self-collision avoidance. The joint positions are obtained by numerical integra-
tion of (3-10). More details on the algorithm for our application were already reported in [Baur 
et al.2012], [Baur et al.2013], [Schwienbacher et al.2011] and will not be discussed here. 

4 Results and Discussion 

An evaluation of the planning algorithms has been performed with the first manipulator proto-
type developed at our lab and the first end-effector prototype developed by FESTO [Gauchel 
and Saller2012]. To compare both algorithms, the same scene was investigated. According 

to Sect. 3.1.1, the scene can be described by the target position 𝒓𝑔 ∈ ℝ
3 (e.g. fruit center 

position) and the stem center position 𝒓𝑠𝑡 ∈ ℝ
2. With this input, the path is planned from the 

start to the target position. For our application, the workspace fully defines the TCP pose in 
the three dimensional space. This can be parameterized by Cartesian coordinates and Car-

dan angles: 𝒘 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)𝑇. To fully describe the work space, the path of the planners 
(given in the (𝑥, 𝑦)-plane) are completed by an interpolation of 𝑧 (from start to goal), and of 𝛼 

and 𝛽 (from start to 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0). The goal orientation 𝛾 is defined by the tangent of the path 

(in the (𝑥, 𝑦)-plane) at the goal position and is then correspondingly interpolated. The result-
ing paths and the manipulator configurations, calculated by the inverse kinematics algorithm 
(cf. Sect. 3.2) are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In Figure 7 a fruit, located “in front” of the 
stem was approached, while in Figure 8 the fruit is “behind” the stem. On the one hand, the 
results indicate that with the heuristic planning, the plant area is avoided until the fruit is 
grasped. However, according to Figure 8 (right) this is not true for the potential field ap-
proach. On the other hand, with the heuristic planning, the manipulator sweeps through a 
rather large area in the work space, compared to the planning with the potential field ap-
proach. This will increase the risk in collisions with the manipulator and other plants or fruits. 
In addition, due to the goal pose resulting with the heuristic planning (see Figure 8, left) the 
number of reachable fruits decrease due to the kinematics, when the plant (stem and fruit) 
move further to the right. 
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Figure 7: Resulting robot configurations (gray) and TCP path (red) for the heuristic planning (left) and 
potential navigation function (right). The stem is indicated by a green dot and the fruit center with the 

red diamond. 

 

  

Figure 8: Resulting robot configurations (gray) and TCP path (red) for the heuristic planning (left) and 
potential navigation function (right). The stem is indicated by a green dot and the fruit center with the 

red diamond. 

 
Although the planning with the potential field approach can deal with more general cases, we 
choose the heuristic planning for the implementation in our laboratory demonstration 
[Schuetz et al.2014], since it is ensured, that the gripper approaches the fruit without colliding 
with the stem. The results are promising and many fruits were harvested. Experiments in 
greenhouses showed, however, that accurately detecting the stem belonging to the fruit that 
is to be harvested is not straightforward. 

5 Conclusion 

In this publication we gave a general overview on the planning algorithm for the harvesting 
manipulator in the CROPS project. Two different approaches to plan a work space trajectory, 
namely a heuristic and a potential field method were described. The results of the planner in 
a world scene with one fruit and one stem (corresponding to the sweet pepper application) 
were shown and discussed. For a single free standing plant, the heuristic planner was suc-
cessfully tested in our laboratory demonstration. 
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